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meet
your
new president
My name is Dan Miller and I’m excited and honoured to be in
the position of president of Kayak Newfoundland and Labrador
for the next year.
First, let me tell you a bit about myself. I’m a retired fisheries
biologist who has spent 31 years studying pelagic fish, most
recently working on capelin in the Newfoundland region. When
I retired four years ago, I got involved in kayaking and it has
since become a big part of my life. For me, kayaking is a sport
with limitless possibilities for learning. I love being on the water
and viewing our province from a marine and aquatic perspective.
Once you have seen our coastline from a kayak, the province
will never look the same to you again!
We’re most fortunate in Newfoundland and Labrador to live in
one of the most beautiful and accessible kayaking environments
anywhere in the world. We also have a community of paddlers,
both sea kayaking and whitewater, that I have found to be the
kind of people with whom I enjoy passing time.. We share a
common interest in the aquatic environment and a sport that
involves people of all ages and backgrounds.
Our club, Kayak Newfoundland and Labrador, is an organization
of paddlers that promotes the sport by organizing club paddles
and social events, hosting an annual spring retreat, publishing a
newsletter, and acting as a voice to promote kayaking safety and
instruction. Under our past president, Richard Alexander, the
club has grown from a fledgling organization to a dynamic group
of more than 100 members.
Your club has organized a programme of activities for next year
that the board hopes you'll find challenging and interesting. This
issue of the newsletter contains a new book and video review
section and other interesting articles. Remember, while winter
has arrived, our paddling season never ends with pool sessions at
the Aquarena continuing after Christmas. These sessions are a
great time to work on your roll and improve your paddling
technique!
Sincerely,

Dan Miller

*PS. The executive would like to express its gratitude to the
many volunteers who helped with club activities during the year.

Sea Kayaking in the Bay of Islands
By Keith Nicol
Sea kayaking is a great way to see the Bay of
Islands in western Newfoundland. The area offers
an amazing amount of diversity and will appeal to
beginners and experts alike. As the name suggests,
it has lots of islands but it also has three fjord-like
arms and spectacular scenery.
If you are just starting out, then you might want to
try some of the launch points close to Corner Brook
like Prince Edward Park or the community boat
access in Irishtown or Mt. Moriah. These areas
offer shoreline paddling so that if you want, you
can be close to shore. Also the wind and waves are
generally more conducive to learning in these more
protected parts of the Bay of Islands.
Destinations from Irishtown include the Hughes
Brook Estuary or the scenic shoreline toward
Summerside. At Mt. Moriah, you can paddle along
steep cliffs and small gravel beaches toward Cook's
Brook or back toward Corner Brook and the yacht
club. We often see osprey patrolling the shore near
Cook's Brook, and there are often terns swooping
and diving in this area as well.
Further along the north shore is McIvers which
offers many destinations. For competent paddlers, it
is the preferred launch point for paddling to Wood's
Island, but it also has a huge tern colony just off
shore. McIver's Island is home to over 1000 terns
according to a recent survey by Environment
Canada.

form an impressive backdrop to the skyline.
There are also many options along the south shore
including Number #4 Brook in York Harbour. It is
an ideal launch point for trips to Seal and
Governors Island. Seal Island is particularly worth
visiting for its secret cove laced with white sand.
Also, nearby Bottle Cove offers a sandy beach for
starting trips out into the open Gulf of St.
Lawrence. From Bottle Cove you can paddle to
Little Port or Cedar Cove or around South Head to
Lark Harbour.

Keith Nicol
All of these trips require a careful weather eye and
competent paddlers with all the safety equipment.
You often need stay well away from the steep cliffs
in the area due to wave rebound, and there are few
landing places. However, you are rewarded with
sightings of different sea birds like guillemots and
eider ducks and impressive views of offshore
islands like Weebol.
At present, there is little information about paddling
in this area, but the local club is hoping to rectify
that over the coming months. For anyone interested
in learning more about local sea kayak destinations
contact Craig Burden (president of the west coast
chapter of Kayak Newfoundland and Labrador, tel.
709- 783-2101), Explore Newfoundland (a local
kayak business, tel. 709-634-2263) or Keith
Nicol (709-639-1770).

Keith Nicol
South of McIver's is a scenic waterfall and a long
deserted gravel beach which is ready-made for
beach walking. From this shore, you also get great
views of the Blow Me Down Mountains which

Contributor Keith Nicol has Level 2 CRCA Sea
Kayak certification and teaches Outdoor
Pursuits/Environmental Studies at Sir Wilfred
Grenfell College in Corner Brook. He can be
reached at knicol@swgc.mun.ca
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May We Rant and Roar No More
A Book Review by Eric West
I suspect every serious kayaker harbours a secret
desire to paddle around a large island - at least all the
paddlers are aware of the beauty and adventure that
awaits them on such a trip. All islands have a special
appeal, and the idea of circumnavigating the Island
of Newfoundland captures our imaginations. We
would all like to paddle along, if only vicariously in
the pages of a book. Glancing through May We Rant
and Roar No More, I was taken by the audacity of a
young person actually planning such a trip, let alone
succeeding in completing the voyage. It makes
week-long trips around the coast seem like a walk
around a puddle!
Michael Paul is a young Newfoundlander who had
been living away for several years; hitchhiking
through Europe and Asia, eventually settling in India
for an extended period. In the process he developed a
critical attitude to Western society in the tradition of
writers such as George Orwell and Henry Thoreau.
Returning to Newfoundland, he wanted to explore
his former home in a way that would put him in
touch with the place and its people. The kayak
seemed to be the perfect vehicle in which to
accomplish his goal.
Reading the book, I anticipated descriptions of
familiar places and the exciting adventures that
happen during such a trip. I wasn't disappointed
initially - there are descriptions of dealing with the
complexities of navigation, heavy seas and sudden
wind squalls. There are some beautifully described
exchanges with local people of all ages. One
amazing day he encountered a giant whale,
thousands of gannets, over thirty humpbacks and a
pod of porpoises! If the book had continued in this
manner it would have held me entranced to the end,
and perhaps inspired me to undertake the trip
myself! However, the author has a different agenda.
I gradually became aware of the distance the author
was placing between himself and those he met along
the way. When told, “Ya don't sound like a Newf,”
he replies, “Oh, I guess I've been away for too long.”
This exchange seems to have made Paul a little
uncomfortable, as after it, he begins to imitate the
accent of those he meets.
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He also tries to reproduce their speech as text, with
mixed results. This approach seems forced and
makes for awkward reading as he tries to capture the
local dialect as well as his own spoken imitation of
it. Instead of showing respect and affection, which
the author undoubtedly feels for outport people, this
distracts our attention and distorts the meaning of
their words. The author's own spoken words vary
between urban slang (“dude”), literary allusions
(“Heaven is as much under your feet as it is above
your head” [Thoreau]) and bay dialect (“I donno, b'y,
but dis ain't the way folks should be strivin' to live”).
Unfortunately Paul's skills as a social commentator
are not up to Thoreau's. The book becomes filled
with ranting and cheap shots toward the government
(The book's title comes from his realization that “To
rant and roar would get us nowhere. Only through
our actions can change take place.”). It’s a bitter
denunciation of the modern way of life displacing
the traditional, although the author doesn't attempt to
explain how past mistakes might be remedied.
The back cover summary of the book describes it as
a travel book about a sea kayak trip around
Newfoundland, without mentioning its political
overtones. The summary goes on to state that Paul is
the first to have circumnavigated Newfoundland.
However, the first to do so was Andrew Fleck in the
early 1980's.
Yes, there is a place for a book expressing Michael
Paul's arguments, but a more dispassionate and
articulate voice is required to do justice to this
complex subject. If the author had saved his political
ranting for a separate book he may have been able to
produce a better travel journal.
Eric West is a musician, author and publisher who
lives and paddles in Ladle Cove, Notre Dame Bay.

Surf's Up in Newfoundland
By Peter Buckingham
One of the cornerstones of whitewater paddling in
Newfoundland and Labrador is the enthusiastic syrfing
(kayak-surfing) scene. In our province, a stout-hearted
group of whitewater paddlers has conspired with 17,000
kilometers of North Atlantic coastline to uncover a
remarkable number of uncrowded, accessible and
exhilarating syrfing spots (see below). To the
uninitiated, kayak-surfing in the Atlantic may look like
the “Sport-of-Fools,” but as is the case for river
running, good judgment can make the first-time
experience exhilarating and safe.
Syrfing has some undeniable benefits! Think about it you get a whole new paddle option, you meet new
people, travel times are often shorter, you build skills
for other types of paddling, and occasionally you get the
“bejeeezus” scared out of you and learn to deal with it.
During my first syrf, I managed to punch out
successfully though a few waves and get set up. A few
more strokes and I was flying. What a feeling!
Unsurpassed, except for what came next. Maytag Time!
The wash, rinse and spin cycles all in one. My roll
attempt succeeded to the point where I was able to catch
a glimpse of another paddler coming to my aid. After I
was righted, he offered some advice that has stuck with
me, “Wait until the roar dies down and then try your
roll.”
Just make sure you start with some basic skills, a
healthy measure of respect for the ocean, and listen to
the experienced syrfers you paddle with.

A Good Helmet. Put one on. Strap it up.
Nose Plug - Keep the water out of your nose while you
try to gather yourself for a roll.
Flotation bags - If you swim, a boat filled with water
won't be much fun - especially if you don't realize that
it's behind you.
Common Sense - Use common sense and paddle with
people who are skilled, and who you trust. They'll let
you know if you can handle the surf and keep an eye
out for you.
Where to surf
Start in the small stuff and work your way up. Most of
the spots listed below are fine in small waves. Your
judgment and your paddle partners can help you decide
if you are ready for something bigger.
Predicting surf
This topic always raises a few eyebrows but there's not
a surfer in the world who hasn't been way off on a surf
prediction at least once. Check this website out so you
can join the debate.
GO to
http://www.stormsurf.com/page2/links/natl24hr.shtml
(you change the “24hr” to 48hr or 72hr in URL.
SCROLL down to NOAA Wavewatch III Wave Model,
GO to co-ordinates 46N 54W to find Newfoundland
and Labrador
ANYTHING above 2-3 meters on the Height chart
AND greater that 9 second on period should get you
interested.
The Kayak Surf Hot Spots (so far)

Louise Green
Syrfing Essentials
Whitewater play boats are the best for fun in the surf.
Older, longer boats will give you a decent introduction
to this addictive thrill.
PFD - Don't paddle without one. Don't paddle with
people who don't wear them either.
Whitewater paddles are best. They have larger blades
for better bracing, rolling and sprinting.
Sea kayak paddles work fine for an introduction.

Southern Shore - Chance Cove, Biscay Bay & Long
Beach. These places are close together but offer
different possibilities since they are on opposite sides of
a peninsula.
Point Lance - (St. Mary's Bay). Beautiful sand
beaches but a real long ride when there's no surf.
Gooseberry Cove (Placentia Bay). Rex Murphy's
favourite place in the world. Say no more.
New Melbourne (Trinity Bay). Take Highway 80
North from near Whitbourne. A real favourite.
Burgeo (South Coast). Perhaps the best surf in
Newfoundland. Not many have made the trek yet but
the time is coming.
Windmill Bight (Wesleyville Area). Not popular yet
but a planned trip in 2003 will probably change that.
Western Brook Beach (Gros Morne Nat. Park).
Great off-shore break and endless sand beach.
For more information, e-mail paddleaddix@yahoo.ca
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Have You Seen Eelgrass?
By Andrea Powell
Have you ever looked into the water while
kayaking on a sunny day and saw what looks like
an underwater meadow? Perhaps you observed
crabs crawling around the bottom, or fish darting
in and out of what resembles long blades of grass.
Well, this aquatic seascape is known as eelgrass
habitat. Eelgrass or “goosegrass” is an aquatic
plant that has the ability to form meadows. It's
quite common in kayak-friendly waters such as
estuaries and shallow, protected bays. This
perennial plant is subtidal, growing in water
depths up to 6 m (18 feet) on muddy or sandy
bottoms.

information on eelgrass bed locations. The next
time you are out on a kayaking expedition, take
note on your travel maps where eelgrass beds are
observed.
Any GPS coordinates that can be provided for
these eelgrass locations would be very helpful, as
identified areas will be mapped out and
incorporated into a Geographic Information
System (GIS). If you are not sure that what you
see is eelgrass, then take a small plant, place it in
a plastic baggie, and freeze it, noting where it
came from. Send in your maps with eelgrass
locations marked on them, and include valuable
information such as the date of the observations,
and any GPS readings. Don't forget your eelgrass
samples if you have any. Now, give yourself a big
pat on the back for helping us learn more about a
vital component of our marine environment.
Please send your eelgrass knowledge to (or
contact for further information):

Eelgrass plays a very important role in coastal
ecosystems. It stabilizes sediments, filters out
suspended matter in the water, dampens wave
action, and becomes a detrital food source once it
dies. It acts as a nursery habitat for juvenile fish,
such as cod and other commercially important
species, providing them with shelter from
predators. It also provides habitat and food for
many kinds of shellfish and waterfowl.

Currently graduate student research is underway
at Memorial University in collaboration with
Fisheries and Oceans Canada to learn more about
eelgrass in Newfoundland, particularly its
distribution. Since kayakers frequent waters
characteristic of eelgrass habitat, and often in
remote areas, you can provide invaluable
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Danny Ings
4 Clarke Place, Ocean Sciences Centre
Memorial University of Newfoundland
St. John's, NFLD, A1B 3X7
email: ings@mun.ca

Paddling with the Past
A Sea Kayak Expedition Along Greenland's West Coast
By Richard Alexander

Richard Alexander

Traditional kayaking is alive and well in Greenland
As I watched Merius set up for a
roll by placing his paddle behind
his back in what looked like the
most awkward and uncomfortable
position I had ever seen, I thought,
“Now this is what I came to
Greenland for.” Relaxed and with
little hesitation he capsized and
proceeded to guide his paddle
through the water in an arc with the
confidence and grace that comes
only from years of practice. “How
old was he when he first learned to
roll?” I asked Hans who, by virtue
of being able to speak several
words of English, was given the
role of interpreter. “He was just a
child when his father taught him,”
he replied. “His father was a great
seal hunter!” I had expected to see
some remnants of Greenland's
kayaking culture during our
expedition on the West Coast of
Greenland, but nothing so authentic
as a man in a sealskin kayak who
was taught to roll by his father.
If you search the Internet as I did
for two years before this kayak trip,

you'll quickly realise that
Greenland is a haven for traditional
paddling. Justin French and I chose
Greenland for a sea kayaking
expedition not only for the physical
challenge of paddling 300 miles of
arctic coastline but also for the
chance to see the origins of
kayaking. We wanted to challenge
our paddling ability but we also
wanted a better understanding of
the northern native culture that had
given birth to our passion.
After two days of air travel and a
ridiculous amount of money, we
arrived in Sisimiut, a community
situated on Greenland's Western
Coast, 100 miles north of the Arctic
Circle. Almost immediately, we
sensed a different attitude among
the locals toward paddling on the
ocean in tiny boats. In Canada, our
plans had been met with scepticism
but in Greenland, even the average
person saw our trip as doable and
maybe even enjoyable. It was a
reaction we were not expecting.

Upon leaving Sisimiut, we
recognised that the paddling
conditions would be very different
than what we were used to in
Newfoundland. The tide here was
very strong. I could feel my boat
pick up speed and surge forward as
we paddled out of the harbour.
Eddies formed behind every rock
and point of land, and with a
significant current, almost to the
point of a tidal race, we were
carried around the first headland.
There was one familiar feature on
our first day - the ten-foot swells
rolling in to create a steep and
confused “cross sea” off the cliffs.
It would turn out to be the biggest
sea state we would paddle in for the
entire journey.
The tidal current would grow in
strength over the next few days
culminating at a fjord called Norde
Stromsfjord. Norde Stromsfjord,
which translated literally means the
northern fjord with strong current,
is infamous for its tide races,
overfalls and whirlpools. It was a
place we had been warned about
and our anxiety had been growing
steadily since our departure from
Sisimiut. Half a day's paddle from
the fjord we found a tiny cabin that
we quickly took possession of for
the night. An early start in the
morning would ensure we would
reach the mouth at slack water.
As Justin was preparing supper, a
short stocky Greenlandic man
dressed from head to toe in oilskins
and followed closely by his wife
and children entered the cabin.
Shocked and not knowing if it was
his cabin we had occupied, we
awkwardly gestured, asking if he
wanted us to leave. He gestured
back, shaking his head, indicating
that he wanted us to stay. He was
heading further north and was just
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stopping for a break.
The friendly man spoke no
English and we had only two
words of Greenlandic in our
repertoire, Sisimiut and Aasiaat,
the names of the communities we
were paddling from and to. Once
he heard the community names
and having seen our boats on the
beach, his expression changed
from friendly to foreboding. He
became quite concerned about
something and frantically started
making swirling motions with his
finger and whirlpool sounds with
his mouth. We immediately
understood his concern. Justin
produced our charts from our map
case and laid them across the
cabin's tiny wooden table.
Checking to see if we were paying
attention, he began carefully
mapping out a route for us
through the whirlpools of Nordre
Stronsfjord. As he traced a thin
line on the chart it became
obvious - our proposed route
would have taken us across two of
the most dangerous whirlpools! It
was a revelation that was met by
both of us with stunned silence.
Later in our trip, we would hear
stories about kayaks and umiaks
(women's boats) disappearing into
the whirlpools of Nordre
Stromsfjord. The dangers of
travelling these waters by kayak
are still fresh in the minds of the
Greenlandic people. Both Justin
and I will be eternally grateful to
this man's concern for our safety.

ladder into the loft of the old
church. He turned at the top and
with a look of excitement on his
face said, “Rick, you're not going
to believe this, there is a kayak
frame up here in the rafters!” We
pulled the frame onto the floor of
the church and marvelled at its
construction. We felt like
archaeologists uncovering the
remains of a long dead ancestor.
This was the genuine article, no
museum, no reconstructed artifact,
just a kayak that had been
fashioned to provide its owner
with a means to feed his family.
Half a day's paddle north of the
abandoned community, we landed
in the hunting village of Agto
(pronounced Ah-too). We were
now more than a third of the way
through our expedition and
welcomed some human
interaction. Beaching our boats
below the community Warf, we
were greeted by heckles and
laughter from a large group of
locals. They had obviously seen
kayaks, but never ones made of
plastic, and never kayakers who
wore such tight fitting and funny
looking clothing. Greenland, it
seems, is not without a sense of
fashion or a sense of humour.

It would be several days before
we saw another sign of life and
then, only the remains of an
abandoned community. It was a
cold day in Greenland as Justin
and I walked among the old
buildings and paths trying to
understand what life must have
been like for the inhabitants.
Every old frame seemed to tell a
story about life on this wild and
isolated coast. Justin climbed a
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A young crab fisherman named
Abel (pronounced A-ba-lee)
approached us with a look of
excitement on his face. He
indicated that there were
Greenlandic kayaks in the town he was intent on showing them to
us. As he pulled the boat from the
rack, we were struck by the
unbelievably small opening to the
cockpit and the attention to detail
that had gone into sewing the
canvas onto the frame. Abel
squeezed his long frame into the
tiny cockpit and with a quick push
off a rock was paddling gracefully
on the water. His forward stroke
was miles away from our style of
paddling. It appeared awkward
and inefficient but with only a few
dips of his paddle, he made the
boat accelerate to a respectable
speed. At our offer, he switched
boats and paddles and began
pulling away in one of our Prijon
Seayaks. He liked how the boat
paddled in comparison to his own
but his real amazement was with
the lightness of my paddle. Justin
quickly did the currency
conversion for my Lendel, full
carbon fibre paddle into the
Greenlandic currency and came
up with a figure of $3500 DKK.
Abel was stunned, and I, a little
embarrassed.

Richard Alexander

Above: Mountains and deep
fjords with strong tidal currents
typify Greenland’s West Coast

Richard Alexander

Left: Merius Steenholt performed
15 different rolls using a 100 year
old paddle

Richard Alexander

Instructing two of Greenland’s native son’s
proved to be an unforgettable experience

I didn't want him to view us as a
couple of rich tourists, but as a
couple of fellow paddlers. I had
little doubt that in his mind,
spending 3,500 DKK on a paddle
was nothing but excessive and
something only a rich person
could do. It was an impression I
worked to avoid in our future
encounters.
We left Agto after staying for
only a couple of hours. There
was little space for us to pitch a
tent and the constant howling of
sled dogs, not to mention the
curious locals, would have made
for a sleepless night. We still had
many kilometres to go and
needed our sleep.
Two days paddle north of Agto
we had another unexpected
opportunity to interact with the
local population. We pulled in
for a lunch break at the
community of Ikarsacksue
(pronounced E-kar-a-sack-sue)
that was abandoned according to
our chart. However, to our
delight, Ikarsacksue was very
much inhabited. The welcome
we received here was very
different from the one in Agto.
We were out of our boats for only
moments when a Greenlandic
man gestured to us to come to his
house for coffee. Edge
Filmonsen was his name and it
was his birthday. With a
hospitality that reminded us of
home, he insisted we stay for a
meal of Reindeer and potatoes.
After more than a week of
couscous and couscous-like
meals, it was an offer we couldn't

refuse.
We were joined at the table by a
76-year-old, hard-of-hearing man
with a face and hands weathered
from many years of work on the
sea. He was the uncle of Edge's
wife and, through Edge's gestures
we understood, to our
amazement, that he had spent
many years feeding his family by
hunting seals from the seat of a
kayak. For the second time on
this trip, I sat in stunned silence.
Excitedly I tried to make
conversation with him but the
combination of his deafness and
my ignorance of the Greenlandic
language proved too much to
overcome.
Edge, sensing my disappointment
at not being able to bridge the
barrier, produced a picture from
the wall. It was him, seated in a
kayak, towing three seals he had
killed on one outing - quite a feat,
even by today's standards. I felt
honoured and privileged to enjoy
a meal of Reindeer with this man,
even though he had no idea who I
was or what I thought of his past.
In a way, he was the reason I had
come to Greenland and I was
more than a little disappointed I
was unable to communicate this
to him.

individuals we had met on our
journey and he took great
pleasure in sharing his culture
with us. He also spoke the first
bit of English we had
encountered since leaving
Sisimiut. Seizing the opportunity,
we bombarded him with two
weeks worth of questions about
kayaking, Greenland, hunting,
fishing and the experiences we
had along the way. Once he
heard we were sea kayaking
instructors from Canada, he
politely asked if we would mind
training his son and his friend the
following day, in return for a
place to stay and a hot meal.
Hans is working to bring sea
kayaking tours to Kanuckchuck,
and in his mind, the arrival of two
sea kayak instructors from
Canada offered him a unique
opportunity to train his future
guides. We were well ahead of
schedule, and we thought a
stopover in Kanuckchuck would
provide us with a unique
opportunity to learn more about
this remote place. We graciously
accepted his offer.
At 10:00 am the next morning we
saw the two young boys,
Aputsiaq and Ilasiaq (pronounced
A-pu-schuck and Eliss-e-yuck)

I felt a little foolish -- like an Australian being asked to
teach a couple of Canadian boys how to play hockey!
On July 3, four days from our
trip's end, we landed in our last
community before Aasiaat. The
Danish cartographers who
surveyed the area gave it the
name Kagassiaat on our chart, but
with a population almost entirely
Greenlandic, everyone referred to
it by its proper Greenlandic name,
Kanuckchuck.
It wasn't long before a native
Greenlander named Hans
Aronsen took us under his wing.
He was one of the most patriotic

walking down the one road in
Kanuckchuck with a look of
excitement on their faces.
Aputsiaq, with the red died hair
of a rock star, had obviously
succumbed to the influences of
modern pop culture despite his
isolated and very subsistencebased environment. Looking
cool and hip is as important to
teenagers in Greenland as it is
anywhere in the world.
Using modern plastic sea kayaks
purchased by the town for a
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future tour operation the council
hoped would boost the area's
economy, we pushed off to begin
this very unexpected part of our
expedition. I immediately felt a
little foolish, like an Australian
visiting Canada and the Australian
being asked to teach a couple of the
local boys how to play hockey.
Who was I to be teaching a couple
of Greenland's native sons how to
paddle a kayak? But later in the
day, after reflecting on my
experiences of the past couple of
weeks, I would begin to feel a little
better about the exercise. What I
was teaching was very different
from the kayaking performed by
Abel, or the gentleman with whom
I shared the meal of Reindeer.
Traditional kayaking is about
hunting. Our modern kayaking is
about recreation. What we taught
the two young boys in Greenland is
related to traditional kayaking but
in reality is a very different pursuit
with different reason's for existing.
The two boys were very
comfortable in the boats and picked

up on the skills we demonstrated
very quickly. After returning to
Canada, I would send them two
Canadian Recreational Canoeing
Association Flatwater Kayaking
badges and cards, a few pictures I
took during our outing, and a letter
thanking them once again for an
unforgettable experience.
Later that evening in Kanuckchuck,
I would watch the Greenlander,
Marius, perform fifteen different
rolls that he was taught, as a child,
by an instructor with no formal
training in teaching and no national
credentials - his father. As I
watched Marius roll and prove his
mastery of the kayak, I was again a
little humbled.
Four days later, sitting in a hotel
room in Aasiaat at trip's end, I
reflected on our experience. We
had come to Greenland to explore,
discover and learn as much as we
could about the roots of kayaking
culture. We saw and found much
more than we anticipated. The
memory of paddling and hunting

Learn To Roll...

seals from the seat of the kayak is
still firmly planted in the minds of
the Greenlandic people. To our
surprise and delight, many of the
younger generation, like young
Abel from Agto, have picked up
the old slender wooden paddle of
his forefathers and kept the skills
and traditions of his people alive.
The modern kayak with its
computer designed lines and
composite construction is slowly
seeping into the communities along
the coast but not in a negative way.
Modern kayaks are viewed as a
way to attract tourists, expand the
economy and offer broader
opportunities for the younger
generation. Like the generation
before them, Hans, Apuckusk and
Ilisuck view the kayak as what it
has always been - a way to provide
for their family.
Richard Alexander is the co-owner of
the Newfoundland Kayak Company
and Past-President of Kayak
Newfoundland and Labrador.
He can be reached at
nfkayakco@nf.sympatico.ca.

It’s one of the most
important and difficult
skills a kayaker will ever
acquire.
Skilled instruction is the best
and fastest way to a solid roll.
Join us this winter at the
Aquarena for a two evening
rolling clinic. It’s a skill that
can keep you and your
companions out of trouble.
February 23 & March 23
2:1 student : instructor ratio
$85 (total price)
Only a few spots remaining

The Newfoundland
Kayak Company

Learn to Kayak, Live to Explore!

132 Forest Road, St. John’s, NF, A1A 1E6
709-726-7282 (tel/fax), nfkayakco@nf.sympatico.ca

Http://nfkayak.com/
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News from other kayaking clubs
paddling in “la belle province”
It should come as no surprise that there are dozens
of kayaking clubs and associations throughout North
America and other parts of the world. Our KNL
website lists URLs for several of them. Newsletters
are exchanged with four - the Fédération québécoise
du canot et du kayak (Quebec Canoe and Kayak
Federation), the Atlantic Kayak Association and the
Great Lakes Sea Kayaking Association and the
Whitewater Kayaking Association of British
Columbia. In this issue of Ebb & Flow, we give you
a quick overview of the news, articles, ideas and
issues as they appear in Le Courant (The Current),
the newsletter of the Quebec-based association, an
umbrella organization for paddling clubs in Quebec
which is in many ways the functional equivalent of
the Canadian Recreational Canoeing Association.
Published four times a year, the newsletter publishes
various articles, letters to the editor, listings of
upcoming paddling events, descriptions of recently
released books and videos, trip reports, and accounts
of paddling festivals. Each issue of Le Courant
contains an editorial by Daniel Gauvreau, the

president of the Federation. One editorial, for
example, deals with “our common values” as
paddlers. According to Gauvreau, these values
include liberty, cooperation, comradeship, peace and
tranquility in nature, respect for the environment and
a love of playing and technique. “A roll, a stroke, a
sweep, an air of play attracts us. In order to surf or
do an Eskimo role, one must master many
moves…We love our materials, our gadgets, our
equipment, we acquire techniques for using them…”
Political issues have featured prominently in recent
issues, in particular the problem of small
hydroelectric development. On May 24, 2001, the
Quebec government announced its intention to allow
the private sector to develop dams at 36 sites on 24
rivers in Quebec. And, on the 14th of March 2002,
the government committed to 14 of these sites
including the Gatineau and Trois-Pistoles Rivers.
Members of the paddling community joined with
environmentalists, residents of communities
neighbouring the projects, and other concerned
Con’t next page
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News from other kayaking associations con’t
citizens to oppose the small hydro projects in a
campaign called “Our Rivers in Peril.” In the
process, they recruited a number of high-profile
artists and musicians to the cause.
According to singer-songwriter, Paul Piché,
“Certain private promoters have discovered an
environmental soul by claiming that their dams
will reduce atmospheric pollution by reducing
green-house gas emissions, and by responding to
American energy needs. But there is nothing
more false. In the U.S., only one river in three
remains wild and the ones that remain untouched
are considered as the source of life itself.
American law no longer recognizes
hydroelectricity as a renewable resource. This is
perhaps debatable, but surely, if hydroelectricity
is renewable, it certainly is not without
environmental damage. Small hydro projects
cause the most damage in relation to the small
amounts of power they generate…”
The Globe and Mail reported on November 27,
2002, that the Quebec government has banned
future construction of small dams as part of a
new water policy but didn't say whether this ban
included proposals for the Gatineau and Trois-
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Pistoles Rivers.
Another issue of concern to paddlers in Quebec
is free access to launch and camping sites. In the
summer 2002 edition, Le Courant reported that
such access is increasingly threatened due to
bans on parking along rural roads, privatization
of rivers, fees for crossing land, and new
restrictions in provincial parks (including bans
on paddling on certain lakes). The Federation
pledged to represent paddler interests in the face
of such restrictions starting with efforts to
educate park and wildlife reserve managers about
paddling with the view to negotiating a balance
between conservation and recreation.
Le Courant is an informative and professionallyproduced newsletter that speaks of a wellorganized and energetic paddling community.
Unfortunately, the two major linguistic solitudes
in this country make paddling news from Quebec
largely inaccessible to most of us. For more
information on the Quebec Canoe and Kayak
Federation, visit
http://www.canot-kayak.qc.ca/, but beware,
working knowledge of French is a prerequisite.

Good response to member survey
Kayak Newfoundland and Labrador
received 46 responses to its fall
questionnaire. Association president,
Dan Miller, said “We're very pleased
with the information contained in
them. They give guidance to the
executive concerning our organized
events, instructional needs and
paddler concerns.”
Here's an overview of the responses.
2002 paddling destinations for club
members included:
Whitewater - Biscay Bay, Chance
Cove, Colinet River, Exploits,
Gooseberry Cove, Grand Falls,
Labrador, Maccles Brook, Madawask
River, Main River, Mexico, Middle
Cove, New Melbourne, North West
River, Ottawa River, Paradise River,
Piper's Hole, Rennies River,
Salmonier, Terra Nova River, Western
Canadian rivers, and the Upper
Humber River.
Sea kayaking - Aquaforte, Aspen
Cove/Ladle Cove, Avondale, Badger's
Quay, Barhaven, Bay Bulls, Bay of
Islands, Bell Island, Bellevue,
Bonavista Bay (King's Cove area),
Botwood, Brigus South, Burgeo,
Burin area, Burnside, Cape Broyle,
Carbonear Island, Chapel's Cove,
Conception Harbour, Dildo Run,
Eastport area, Ferryland, Flatrock,
Fogo Island, Grand Lake, Great
Island, Greenland, Harrington, Heart's
Content, Hickman's Harbour,
Ireland's Eye, Southwest Arm,
Kennebecasis River (NB), Little Bay
(near Marystown), Little Lake
(Labrador), Lomond, Long Harbour
(Fortune Bay), Mahone Bay (NS),
Merasheen Island, Middle Cove,
Mobile, Mortier Bay, Newman Sound,
Norris Point, Nova Scotia, Olde
Shoppe/Spread Eagle, Pinchgut
Island, Portugal Cove, Random
Island, Shoal Cove and Sandy Cove
(St. Lawrence Area), Sop's Island,
South Coast NFLD, St. Jones Within,
Terra Nova National Park, Tors Cove,
Traytown, Twillingate, Victoria (BC),

Witless Bay, and Woody Island.

there is an ongoing and growing
problem in the Burnt Cove area (St.
Michel's Southern Shore). The
harbour authorities charge at Bauline
East and some outfitters are being
hassled at the put-ins by locals trying
to restrict access.

Types of activities that should be
held at the Kayakers' Retreat and
other KNL events include rodeos,
clinics, stroke sessions, whitewater
safety instruction, rescue techniques,
surfing moves, demo daze (trying out
different boats), gear swaps and photo “I would like to see the club take the
contests.
lead on helping to sort out access
issues to Piper's Hole River….The
Speakers and paddling experts to
current system of borrowing a key
invite to future Kayakers' Retreats
will eventually lead to friction with
include Julie Dion, Corran Addison,
the community of Swift Current.”
Scott Cunningham, a geologist, a
woman expert, a good woman
“With the lifting of the moratorium on
paddler, film-makers and
hydro schemes, I think the club has a
photographers, Derrick Hutchinson,
critical role in taking preventative
an Inuk Greenland paddler dude,
action to help maintain the quality and
Liquid Skills instructors, Billy Harris, quantity of white water in the
Tiff Manchester, one expert for white province. This is a serious
water and one for sea kayaking,
environmental and recreational
Maligiaq Padilla (four time
problem that could have a significant
Greenlandic National Kayaking
impact on our white water
Champion), and Jim Coffee (swift
playgrounds.”
water rescue).
Re. conflicts, “The Burnside/St.
Respondants identified the following Brendan's area has a lot of cabin
needs for paddling courses and
development, making it difficult to
information - how to stay on a wave, find suitable camping and landing
wave tricks, safety, reading weather
spots. Definitely, it's an issue in some
patterns, rolling, basic skills, rescues, of the more popular areas.”
use of VHF radios & GPS for sea
kayaking, photography from kayaks, “Perhaps holding some meetings in
tidal rip workshop weekend near
Central and Western NFLD might
Argentia, SRT course, navigation and encourage more members in these
map reading, indoor pool
areas to join the club.”
safety/rescue clinic in Gander, list of
members' names, numbers and
Re. West Coast of Newfoundland,
locations to facilitate organizing trips, ”We need more members here. The
wilderness first aid, white water
most active people and organizers are
instruction on the west coast, and
usually gone in the summer so it's
instruction re. paddling in following hard to get any club activities on the
seas and landing in difficult
go.”
conditions.
“I would like to see if a government
Here's a collage of comments in
grant could be obtained to create a
response to other questions. One
web page for promoting kayak
person said it would be good for KNL tourism in Newfoundland (both sea
to become involved in environmental kayaking and white water).”
activities, e.g. clean up The Ruins at
Traytown.
Congratulations to Mike Kay for
winning the respondents’ draw for the
Re. conflicts between paddling and
$60 gift certificate from The
other uses, a respondent reported
Outfitters.
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Sitting on the sea
A 15 year old’s view of kayaking
By Stephen Miller

Dan Miller
Imagine yourself alone on the
Atlantic Ocean, alone with a two
ton humpback whale right beside
you on the glassy surface of the
sea. With a whole different world
beneath you - a world that can
watch your every move but you
have no idea what's down there!
With every stroke of your paddle
you move farther and farther into
their world and away from your
own.
Sometimes when you are floating
quietly in your kayak, you can feel
the lazy swell of the ocean, almost
like the sea is breathing.
Sometimes I think of the world
below me. Sometimes I slide
along oblivious to what might be
below, watching for eagles soaring
or gulls swooping past instead.
As you set off from a dock or a
beach, you can look below and see
a whole different world of life
teeming below you. But as you
paddle farther, the sea darkens
until you are kayaking over
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blackness. Sometimes when you
leave beach, you can be
swallowed by surf hissing like an
angry dragon. But if it is calm, and
you are leaving from a dock, you
can see right away so many
different creatures - sculpin, rock
gunnels, rock crabs, wolf fish,
cunner and shannies. On a very,
very calm day, the sea becomes a
huge, personal aquarium and you
can even see the small things like
sea urchins, periwinkles and
jellyfish among the waving
seaweed.
When you first go out in a kayak,
you are, normally, a little nervous.
You have the right to be! It could
seem like a beautiful day but the
weather can soon turn nasty.

group's leader and someone to be
the “sweep.” Both were senior
paddlers who took on this extra
safety role for the group. We also
ensured that each paddler had the
safety gear required by Coast
Guard - a pump, a tow rope and of
course, life jacket.
We also reviewed exactly where
we planned to paddle, listened to
the weather forecast on the VHF
radio, agreed where we would
meet and wait for each other and,
most importantly, where we would
eat lunch.

On this day, our plan was to
paddle across Gasters Bay (in
Conception Bay) to some eagle
cliffs, then around a point into a
sheltered beach for lunch. We
It is best to go paddling with at
would then paddle through Middle
least one other person because if
Arm where a lot of people anchor
you get into trouble, there is
their yachts for the weekend. The
someone to help you. If you do go cove where we stopped for lunch
out alone, you should know how
was very quiet and sheltered. I
to self-rescue meaning that you
went swimming in my wet suit.
should be able to re-enter your
None of the others did, and man
boat without assistance.
was the water cold!!! We then
headed back to the dock. The trip
As I slid down the boat ramp into was about 7 kilometres in total.
the water of Conception Bay, one
day last summer, I realised that I
This summer, I hope to do a lot
was, at age fourteen, going out on more kayaking and also some
the Atlantic Ocean in a plastic
overnight camping by kayak. But
boat! Was I crazy?
my dream is to paddle with
whales.
Fortunately, I was with a group of
very experienced kayakers.
P.S. I am now fifteen and my
dream came true this summer. I
got to paddle with whales at Cape
A lot had been done before we
even crawled into our boats. First Broyle!
we had chosen someone to be the

News from your club executive
Over the last year, the KNL executive has undertaken the following:

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

worked with the Canadian Coast Guard on the development of sea kayaking safety norms;
started a kayaking video library at the provincial library at the Arts & Culture Centre, St. John’s;
organized the Kayakers' Retreat at Terra Nova;
organized numerous group paddles and events with guest speakers (e.g. Ken Campbell);
struck a committee to investigate the possible lifting of the moratorium on small hydroelectric
developments on Newfoundland & Labrador rivers (which could destroy their recreational potential).
Corresponded with the government on this topic;
reviewed the design and functionality of the club website with the view to an overhaul in the near future;
created association apparel with the KNL logo;
conducted a membership survey (results in the next issue of Ebb & Flow).

KNL now has 114 members which means that, to the best of our knowledge, we are now the third largest
kayaking club/association in Canada.

THE Adventure
OUTFITTERS
Gear & Apparel
Whooa Boys!

Everything for the paddler on your wish list except the reindeer.
Neoprene Pogies - 34.00
Suunto Deck Compass - 45.00
Sealine Deck Bag - 85.00
Mirazine Neoprene Wash - 9.95
North Water Towline - 59.00

Pfd Hydrator - 40.00
Aquastrobe - 65.00
Brooks Cockpit Covers - 36.00
Aquabound Pump - 38.00
8X25 Waterproof Binoculars 75.00

220 Water Street St. John’s, Newfoundland 709-579-4453/Fax 709-579-5850
www.theoutfitters.nf.ca/infor@theoutfitters.nf.ca
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6 Sun, Sand
days of

&

Kayaks!
Level II - Burgeo, 2003
Powder white sand, granite islands, tidal
currents, aboriginal sites, caribou, seals, an
historic B&B and hearty meals combine with:
An industry leading program, nationally
accredited instructors, advanced navigation,
advanced rescues, a rolling clinic, flare
demonstration, night paddle and video tape
analysis of strokes to create an unforgettable
week, July 13 - 19, 2003.

$645

Includes Meals & B&B
Accommodation for the
first four days, Course
Manuals and Certification

The Newfoundland
Kayak Company

Learn to Kayak, Live to Explore!

A full course outline is available at:

Http://nfkayak.com/
or: (709) 726-0516, nfkayakco@nf.sympatico.ca

